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Abstract: It has been found that design creativity is closely related with personal characteristics 

and design-related abilities. To verify this fact systematically, I inspected personal characteristics 

and learning styles. Moreover I assessed spatial perceptual ability, constructive perceptual ability 

and visual reasoning ability as design-related ability. Also, students were received several design-

related assignments and then their products were evaluated. The students of a freshman design 

course at Sungkyunkwan University enrolled the various creativity-related tests. Personal 

characteristics test was measured by the Personal Creativity Mode Test. It would be interesting to 

identify the relations among these creativity modes and more specific design performances. And 

constructive perception test assesses the ability of inferring conceptual ideas from ambiguous 

perceptual stimuli. Design-related assignments used in this experiment were design projects, 

design presentation, critiquing sessions and design-build-test competition. By analyzing the 

correlations between these tests results and various design assignment performances, the 

interrelation of personal characteristics and design performances was studied. The result of 

analyzing suggested that there were positive relations between spatial perceptual ability and 

visual reasoning ability, and positive relations between visual reasoning ability and design-

related assignment as well. According to these results, this paper discussed their implications in 

design creativity education.  
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1. Introduction 

The Creative Engineering Design (CED) course at Sungkyunkwan University (SKKU) is a design course 

for freshman engineering students. The objective of the course is to educate engineering students the basic 

design qualities in creative problem solving. The course provides learning opportunities in pursuing design 

solutions through collaborative efforts of design team work as well as innovative and effective design ideation 

methods and design presentation skills.  The learning is done through several design projects. The curriculum 

starts with a project for freehand sketching in conceptual design. Next, a Quality Function Deployment (QFD) 

project, where customer requirements are surveyed and critical design requirements are identified as well as 

critical parts and part features, is conducted using simple products that are familiar to most freshman-level 

engineering students such as mechanical pencils. Also a conceptual design project is given where a new 

product is designed at conceptual level and design presentations and peer critiquing sessions are conducted.  

Finally, a design-build-test project is conducted where a working prototype is built and evaluated through a 

competition. Each student of the class will experience various different teamwork situations, from a single 

person design assignment to small group quality function deployment project and to bigger group conceptual 

design project and design-build-test project with all difference compositions of the team members. In 

conducting these projects, students acquire learning about the design processes and skills in these processes.  

Also they have opportunities in learning and using various creative and rational design methods [2]. 

Furthermore, various tests are performed on students so that personal characteristics and abilities are measured 

and utilized in forming design teams. These tests include a personal creativity mode test, idea generation test, 

Torrance test of creative thinking, and visual reasoning test. The personal creativity mode test is the one 

developed by Professor Wilde of Stanford University based on Jungian creativity theory [14]. By analyzing the 

correlations between these test results and various design assignment performances, the interrelations of 

personal characteristics and design performances could be obtained.  Furthermore, these results could be used 

in educating various design qualities for individual student in a more suitable manner reflecting his or her 

personal aspects.  Also, the design tasks in the course could be organized better to make sure all aspects of 

design tasks closely related with various design creative modes are included. This paper will discuss the 

interrelations of personal characteristics and design performances based on the test results and their 

implications in design creativity education. This paper also discusses the team composition aspects using these 

personal characteristics. 

 

2. Various Creativity-Related Tests 

A total of five different tests have been conducted in CED.  The outcomes of these tests are used in 

identifying personal characteristics and performances. 
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2.1. Personal Creativity Mode Test 

The Personal Creativity Mode Test (PCMT) is the one developed by Professor Wilde of Stanford 

University.  This test is to be referred to as Wilde test in this paper.  Wilde test has been used at Stanford in 

composing design teams in project-based design courses. Wilde test is based on Jungian creativity theory. The 

personal creative modes are intrinsically related with the personal cognitive preference [14].  Based on the 

cognitive theory of Jung, personal cognitive preferences can be identified based on four aspects, 

perceiving/judging preference, factual/ conceptual perception, thinking/feeling judgment, and 

introverted/extroverted cognitive motivation.  With these cognitive preferences, eight different modes of 

creativity can be identified as shown in Table 1.  By further partitioning each mode into two and including two 

central ones, a total of 18 design team roles have been determined and associated with the personal cognitive 

preference modes as shown in Figure 1 [13]. In Wilde test, personal preference information on four areas of 

Introverted/Extroverted (I/E), iNtuitive/Sensing (N/S), Feeling/Thinking (F/T), and Perceptive/Judging (P/J) is 

obtained.  Also from the four area scores, Gough Creative Index (GCI) can be obtained. GCI is a creativity 

index derived from personal cognitive preference information of well known creative people [4,12]. At 

Stanford, Wilde test has been used in composing design teams so that the design team roles are distributed as 

evenly as possible for all the teams.  As a way to verify the utility of this team composition method, they used 

the design team performances in a typical design competition as reflected in the quantity and the quality of the 

awards Stanford design teams received [13,15]. 

Table 1: The eight personal creative modes [14] 

 

 

Figure 1: Team Roles [13] 
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2.2. Torrance Test of Creative Thinking 

Torrance Test of Creative Thinking (TTCT) is a creativity test based on the divergent thinking creativity 

theory of Guilford [5]. TTCT tests creativity using 5 norm-referenced measures (fluency, originality, 

abstractness of titles, elaboration, resistance to premature closure) and checklist of 13 creative strengths, 

criterion-referenced measures [9,10]. TTCT is composed of figural and verbal portions. The figural portion of 

TTCT has been conducted in CED.  

 

2.3. Visual Reasoning Test 

The ability of a design engineer to visualize and reason about geometric aspects of physical objects and 

processes is crucial to the success of their professional activities. The essential relation between design 

creativity and visual reasoning has been argued by many design educators [6] and creativity researchers. Udall 

argued that the capability to see and integrate objects in various viewpoints (the lifting operation in 

mathematical jargon) is a decisive factor for design creativity [11].  More recently, constructive perception, the 

ability to coordinate perception of subtle features and relations in the external environment and conceptual 

generation of ideas and interpretations, has been proposed to form the foundations for design creativity, and 

this ability was measured by the capability of generating many interpretations of ambiguous drawings with 

some missing elements [8]. We believe there are common aspects in constructive perception and visual 

reasoning processes. 

As a way to test the student’s capability in visual reasoning before they receive any form of education on 

the matter, we conducted a simple test composed of relating orthographic projections and pictorial projections 

of polyhedral solid objects. For example, so-called missing view problems (See Figure 2.) have been given to 

the students without much explanation on how to solve the problems but with a very general introduction on 

perspective projection and orthographic projections. The missing view problem requires visually constructing a 

valid 3-D solid object by visually analyzing two 2-D orthographic projections, and forms the foundations of 

visual reasoning processes. 
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Figure 2:  Example of a Missing View Problem 

 

2.4. Idea Generation Test 

The test of Idea Generation (IG) is conducted to examine associate relation between personal idea 

generation capability and other tests. Before the test, we provided the students with lessons on several idea 

generation methods.    

 

SCAMPER 

SCAMPER is a kind of check list method. Check list for idea generation is originated by Professor Alex 

Osborn at California University [7]. Basic principle is making a table of checking and to inspect each other. 

Bob Everle advanced it and devised new idea generation method. [3] SCAMPER theory is based on the 

assertion that newness is from arranging and adding something to old thing.  This training is given to students 

for enhancing verbal idea generation technique. There are 7 keywords given for idea generation.   

S: Substitute      C: Combine  A: Adopt   

M: Modify-magnify-minify      P: Put to other use  E: Eliminate  R: Rearrange-reverse 

Figure 3 shows a sample of performance by SCAMPER and each independent idea described in word or short 

sentence on tiny and colorful post-it. Also figure 4 shows a sample of performances by Brain Drawing. Square 

type and middle post-it are used and each idea is drawn on it with some explanatory remarks. The number of 

post-its was counted for each team as indicating the amount of ideas.  
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Figure 3: Verbal Idea Generation by  SCAMPER       Figure 4: Figural Idea Generation by Brain Drawing 

 

Mind map 

The mind map originated by Tony Buzan is based on radiant thinking [1]. In spite of drawing on 2 

dimensions paper, mind map actually expresses multi-dimensionality consisted of the factors, space, time and 

colors. In point of using both text and picture at the same time, this method contributes to activation of thinking 

for idea generator. The merits of this method are not only expanding of association abilities but also utilizing 

whole function of the cerebral cortex. Process of mind map is composed of preparation mind map, central 

image, main trees and sub trees. Especially, this training is given to students for helping figural idea 

generation. In actual test, we used the Brain Drawing substitute on mind map for efficiency of idea generation 

evaluation. 

 

3. Team Formation Methods 

In composing the design teams in a class environment, there is a principle to be abided by, though it may 

present obstacles in understanding the effects of team composition methods. Pedagogical aspects have higher 

priority than research aspects.  As all the class activities are related with their course grades, we can not 

intentionally control the team formation as needed to identify some findings. Thus for all deliberate team 

formation cases, we made our best efforts to compose the teams so that all the teams are evenly well-composed. 

Among the given design-oriented assignments, QFD, Concept Design, and Design-Build-Test project were 

conducted as team projects. Each team was composed of four to six students, and the team formation was 

determined before they carry out the assignments. QFD teams were formed in a random manner based on the 

seating order in the lecture room. The formation of the Concept Design teams was determined by the PCMT 

result. Thus, each possible leader was assigned to each team first, and then, the balanced variety of the rest 
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members was of main concern. The purpose of such team formation is to find out whether the character of the 

team takes effect on the quality of the assignment outcomes. 

 

4. Experiment Method 

4.1. Participants, Tasks and Process 

55 students participated in this experiments in total. Except for 3 students who failed to carry out the 

assignment properly, all other 52 students’ data were used for the analysis. Students went through five kinds of 

tests such as IG_ver, IG_fig, PCMT, TTCT, VRT, and performed five design-oriented assignments such as 

Road Map, Concept-Design, Design-Build-Test project, QFD, and 3D Puzzle. Their procedures are as follows: 

 

Psychological Test 

IG – This test was done team by team, and these teams were identical with those who had conducted the 

Design- Build-Test assignment. Independent test was performed both in verbal and figural areas, and 30 

minutes were given for each test 

PCMT – Each single student took the test using the website without the time limit. The student could 

verify his/her PCMT result after answering 40 questions. 

TTCT – Only the figural test was done over the verbal test, and the given test time was 30 minutes.  A 

group test method was used, where all 55 students took the test, gathered in a single lecture room. 

VRT – Each student was asked to solve 4 Missing View Problems in 20 minutes. The student was asked 

to draw the pictorial view and side view of each problem with pencil and paper. 

 
Design Assignments 

Concept Design – 11 teams were formed in total, and 5 to 6 students were assigned to each team. Each 

team chose its design theme autonomously, and developed the design concepts using IG, QFD, and etc. Four 

weeks were given to complete the assignment.  

Design-Build-Test project – Each team was composed of 5 to 6 students, whose task was making a ‘mini 

cannon’. The cannon was actually used in the shooting contest at the end of semester. Both operational 

mechanism and design quality were considered for the evaluation criteria.  
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Road Map – Each student made a road map to his/her house in this individual assignment in a half of 

week. The intent of the assignment is to train students in designing and using visual information as well as 

non-visual information. 

QFD – Each team was composed of 4 to 5 students, and they were asked to complete the QFD through 

two phases of work. They investigated the user requirements in the first phase, the second phase was to figure 

out the technical aspects of them, and results from previous stages are synthesized into a final QFD in the third 

phase. It was a team-based project, and three weeks of completion time was allowed.  

3D Puzzle – It is an assignment to design and make prototype a puzzle toy. The puzzle set should be 

structurally stable enough and present a suitable fun for small children. One week was given to complete the 

assignment.  

 

4.3. Results 

In finding interrelations of the experiments results, we used statistical methods using correlation 

coefficient analysis, average scores, and some specific results with distinctive characteristics. We examined the 

correlations between all the psychological test results and assignment scores conducted in the CED course in 

order to find out the relations between psychological characteristics of the students and performances of design-

oriented assignments. The correlation between psychological tests and design-oriented assignments are shown 

in Table 2.  

Table 2: Correlations between psychological test scores and design-oriented assignment scores 

 GCI RM CD DB QFD 3D VRT TTCT IG_ver  IG_fig 

GCI 1  - .105 .025 -.159 .175 - .519 - .083 .187 -.124 .188 

RM  1  .009 .137 - .293 . 196 .227 -.018 . 329  . 361  

CD   1  . 008 .055 -.162 .099 .134 .131 .022 

DB    1  - .284 . 104 -.008 -.122 .122 . 281  

QFD     1  - . 129 .049 -.082 -.082 .018 

3D      1  . 020 - .281  . 259 -.098 

VRT       1  . 262 .022 .250 

TTCT        1  . 097 . 280  
IG_ver          1  . 282  
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The highest correlations were found between Road Map assignment and IG_ver and, between Road Map 

assignment and IG_fig. Their scores are .329 and .361 each. Creative and unique ideas were counted important 

in the evaluation for the Road Map assignment. Thus, the result shows that those who generate more ideas are 

likely to come up with unique ideas in most cases. The correlation between Design-Build-Test assignment and 

IG_fig was relatively high with the score of .281. This result supports the general assumption that the figural 

idea generation is important element to successfully perform the Design-Build-Test assignment. Note that the 

IG IG_fig was done for the Design-Build-Test project. In addition, the result showed that there are correlation 

between TTCT and IG_fig (.280), and also between IG_fig and IG_ver with the score of .282. The correlation 

result between TTCT and IG_fig can be natural considering the fact that only the figural part of the TTCT was 

conducted in this research.  Negative correlations were also found in some parts in addition to the positive ones. 

Highly negative correlation between GCI and 3D Puzzle (-.519), and also negative correlation between TTCT 

and 3D Puzzle (-.281) are among those. This result explains that the higher GCI and TTCT scores are, the 

worse the students perform in the 3D Puzzle assignment, and vice versa. In fall 2004, the grade of 3D Puzzle 

was done in a manner where those conform to some design constraints got better scores.  

As described in previous investigations on the correlations between personal styles and design oriented 

assignments, those design abilities such as QFD, 3D Puzzle, and VRT which are closely related to the design 

creativity, were turned out to have no correlations with general creativity indices such as GCI and TTCT, or 

even to have inverse correlations. This result proves that general creativity indices may not indicate the level of 

design creativity. Therefore, design creativity requires more variety of abilities than general research 

assumptions which limit the elements of creativity to the richness of imaginations or divergent thinking ability. 

 

5. Team composition and Design Performance 

By using the performance results of the QFD project for which teams were composed in a random 

manner, the utility of the team composition methods using PCMT can be justified.  Note that random team 

composition is the typical method used in most other design courses.  The missing design roles of the QFD 

teams of the CED course are shown in Figure 5 for only the teams with high or low performance scores. That is 

teams that cover the 4 or 5 roles out of 16 roles got high scores from QFD assignment, while teams that cover 

only 3 roles got low score. 
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Figure 5: Result of QFD 

Following is the analysis to figure out the relations between team roles and the performance scores of 

Concept Design and Design-Build-Test assignments. Both are team-based assignments, where each team is 

formed based on PCMT result so that the number of roles in a team should be well balanced. Interesting 

findings could be obtained from the team scores: the more the number of roles is, the higher the score is. This 

tendency can be found in Concept Design assignment. Table3 shows the result of concept design. Note that the 

slight differences between the teams are due to the effort to form the teams as evenly as possible. 

 

Table 3: Result of Concept Design 

CONCEP DESIGN 
GRADE TEAM NUMBER OF ROLES AVERAGE NUMBER OF 

ROLES 

9-10 

Team1 

Team8 

Team9 

5 

5 

5 

5.00 

8-8.9 

Team2 

Team4 

Team10 

5 

4 

5 

4.66 

7-7.9 

Team3 

Team5 

Team7 

Team11 

4 

4 

5 

5 

4.50 

0-5.9 Team6 4 4.00 
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6.  Summary and Conclusions 

We have described the findings on various personal characteristics test results and design performances 

of a freshman level design course as well as our experiences in composing teams using personal characteristics.  

The analysis results have implication on desired personal characteristics and creativity modes for some specific 

design tasks. In producing a large quantity of ideas in a limited time frame while following given rules, those 

with high Design-Build-Test project grade or those with high TTCT creativity index perform better. In 

addition, it is noticeable that highly negative correlations exist between GCI and 3D Puzzle, and between 

TTCT and 3D Puzzle. This result implies that only the general creativity index is not enough to explain design 

creativity. That is, the design creativity consists of logical and analytic thinking as well as spatial perception 

ability in addition to general creativity which is usually represented by divergent and unique thinking.  

We have confirmed that team composition methods using personal creativity modes are useful and the 

design roles associated with the personal creativity modes are justifiable at least for some subset of the design 

roles. These results could form a foundation to develop design education strategies and methods.  

In sum: 

1. The ability of idea generation is related with the Design-Build-Test project grade or those with high 

TTCT creativity index. 

2. Highly negative correlations exist between GCI and 3D Puzzle, and between TTCT and 3D Puzzle. 

3. Team composition methods using personal creativity modes are useful. The design roles associated 

with the personal creativity modes are justifiable at least for some subset of the design roles. 
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